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\ 1996 PAUL BUNYAN ALL-ONION TOURNAMENT
QUESTIONS FROM THE SEAMLESS WEB (Mark Zimmer, Kate Nolan & Dan
Fritter)
TOSSUPS
1. Born in 1893, he was educated in Japan, China and France. In
1919, at Nankai University, he led a student revolt against the
Treaty of Versailles. FTP, name this Chinese foreign minister
from 1949 to 1958 and premier from 1949 until his death in 1976.
(CHOU EN-LAI)
2. "Sir Hugh, persuade me not; I will make a Star-chamber matter
of it; if he were twenty Sir John Falstaffs he shall not abuse
Robert Shallow, esquire." FTP, so begins what Shakespeare
comedy?
(MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR)
3. Today he designs everything from jazz ·festivals to the Super
Bowl but he is best remembered for his psychedelic posters and
the Yellow Submarine image that he created for the Beatles. FTP
name the artist, recently indicted for conspiracy and tax fraud.
(Peter MAX)

4. In mythology, Hera sent one to torment 10 after Zeus changed
her into a cow. One also bit Pegasus, causing Bellerophon to
plunge to the earth. FTP, what is this six-letter term which now
means a litigious or pesky character?
(GADFL Y--prompt for more information if "Fly" is answer before
"the six-letter term" is read)
5. Stonehenge is an example of megalithic construction. A
megalith raised on its end, as a standing stone--such as the Heel
Stone at Stonehenge--has a six-letter name . FTP, what is it?
(MENHIR)
6. When Jocelyn Bell discovered the first four pulsars in 1967,
she designated them LGMs 1, 2, 3 and 4. FTP, what does LGM stand
for?
(LITILE GREEN MEN)
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7; Only once in World Series history has the seventh game of the~
" Series ended with the final batter hitting a home run to win the
championship. FTP, who hit this 1960 Series-winning homer?
(Bill MAZEROSKI)
8. India seized Goa in 1961, and in 1962, India took Daman and
the island of Diu. FTP, from what European nation were these
territories annexed?
(PORTUGAL)
9. Barabas begins as a man of dignity, unjustly persecuted for
his religion. He degenerates in the course of the play,
murdering his daughter and poisoning an entire nunnery, only to
fall at last into a bubbling cauldron. FTP, this describes what
tragedy by Christopher Marlowe?
(THE JEW OF MALTA)
10. Orthodox followers of this religious system stress extreme
asceticism and strict non-violence, or ahimsa. Even agriculture
is forbidden, lest animal life be destroyed in cultivation. FTP,
what is this Indian religious system associated with the sage
Mahavira?
(JAINISM)
11. This instrument was prominent in the haunting score of the
film The Third Man. It has 30 to 45 strings, which are plucked
with a plectrum and the fingers. FTP, what is this instrument
derived from the psaltery and the dulcimer?
(ZITHER)
12. They are members of the dolphin family, sometimes known as
the grampus. They may reach 30 feet in length, and have four
dozen teeth. FTP, identify this mammal, the only cetacean that
feeds on birds and mammals.
(KILLER WHALE)
13. Although a Democrat, he has referred to President Clinton as
an "amiable windsock." FTP, name this three-term former governor
of Colorado, who is being pressured by H. Ross Perot to run on
his Reform Party ticket?
(Richard LAMM)
14.

It began in 1770, when a company took over the British
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national debt. Politicians were bribed with free stock to
promote the company's interests. The stock's value increased
tremendously, but when confidence collapsed, thousands were
ruined. FTP, identify this scandal which established Sir Robert
Walpole's reputation when he restored financial stability.
(the SOUTH SEA BUBBLE--accept equivalents such as SOUTH SEA
SCANDAL)
15. They were itinerant professional teachers in ancient Greece,
who offered instruction in many subjects, particularly rhetoric.
The name is Greek for "wise man." FTP, give this name, which now
implies quibbling or fallacious reasoning.
(SOPHISTs)
16. Watson and Crick won the fame. Wilkins shared the Nobel
prize with them. But, FTP, can you name the physicist whose work
in X-ray crystallography is believed to have provided them the
picture they later christened the Double Helix?
(Rosalind FRANKLIN)

17. Frederick I, Duke of Austria. Philip I, Duke of Burgundy.
Matthias, King of Bohemia. Charles II, King of Spain. Leopold
II, Grand Duke of Tuscany. Philip IV, King of Spain and Holy
Roman Emperor Charles VI. FTP, these were all members of what
family dynasty?
(HAPSBURGs)
18. It is named for a province on the Western flank of the Ural
Mountains of Russia. During this period, Gondwana joined Western
Laurasia, and Eastern Laurasia joined them soon after, forming
Pangaea. FTP, what is the name of this final period of the
Paleozoic?
(PERMIAN--the province is Perm)
19. When Tanganyika became independent in 1961, he became Prime
Minister, and in the next year, its President. He effected the
1964 union with Zanzibar which created Tanzania. FTP, who was
this president of Tanzania for over 20 years, and a major force
in African politics?
(Julius NYERERE)
20.

Niels Bohr had just arrived in the United States in 1939
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!yhen he received a cable from Copenhagen with the results of an
"experiment to confirm the creation of nuclear fission in the
laboratory. The arrival of this cable started the race between
Germany and the United States to build the first atomic bomb.
FTP, name the Austrian physicist who sent this famous cable?
(Lise MEITNER (accept the MEITNER-FRISCH CABLE)
21. What is This Thing Called Love? Don't Fence Me In; Be a
Clown; In the Still of the Night; Another Op'nin', Another
Show; Anything Goes and Night and Day were all, FTP, written by
what 20th century American composer?
(Cole PORTER)
22. Walt Disney Co. is releasing its animated version of the
Hunchback of Notre Dame this summer. For a quick ten points, in
Hugo's novel, what is the name of the Gypsy girl loved by
Quasimodo?
(ESMERALDA)
23. Both were directed by Cecil B. DeMille. The 1923 silent
version starred Theodore Roberts and Richard Dix. The 1956
Technicolor version starred Charlton Heston and Yul Brynner.
FTP, what was the shared title of these Biblical extravaganzas?
(THE TEN COMMANDMENTS)
24. Born in 1518, he was the son of a dyer. He sought to
combine the drawing ,of Michelangelo with the colors of Titian in
such paintings as The Miracle of St. Mark and The Washing of
Feet. He later turned to Mannerism in Presentation of the Virgin
and The Golden Calf. FTP, name this Venetian painter, who took
his name from his father's profession.
(TINTORETTO or Jacopo ROBUSTI)
25. According to Bede, he lost Britain to the Norse when he
invited Hengist and Horsa as mercenaries to fend off the Picts
and the Scots. The Norse turned against him, and seized Kent.
FTP, identify this semi-legendary fifth-century king.
(VORTIGERN)
26. Born in 1596, he received a degree in law in 1616, and
served as a soldier until 1619. Thereafter, he settled in the
Netherlands and there wrote Rules for the Direction of the Mind.
FTP, who was this philosopher who died in 1650 in Sweden, author
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of- Discourse on Method?
(Rene DESCARTES)
27. A leader in French Realism in sculpture, the most famous of
his works is a statue of the aged Voltaire, now in the foyer of
the Comedie Francais. FTP, identify this late 18th and early
19th century sculptor.
(Jean Antoine HOUDON)
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1996 PAUL BUNYAN ALL-ONION TOURNAMENT
, QUESTIONS FROM THE SEAMLESS WEB (Mark Zimmer, Kate Nolan & Dan
Fritter)
BONI
1. In your never ending search for information you've
undoubtedly roamed gopher servers from Minneapolis to Timbuktoo.
But, for 30 pts., can you give us information on the meaning of
all the letters in VERONICA, that ever-friendly automated gopher
searching tool?
(VERY EASY RODENT ORIENTED NElWlDE INDEX to COMPUTERIZED
ARCHIVES)

2. For 5 pts each, given the British name for a musical note, you
provide the American equivalent.
A. Crochet (pr. CROTCH-it)
(QUARTER NOTE)
B. Minim
(HALF NOTE)
C. Semiquaver (SIXTEENTH NOTE)
D. Semibreve (WHOLE NOTE)
3. Upper Volta, or Burkina Faso, is surrounded by six nations.
For 5 points each, name them, but a wrong answer stops you.
(MALI, NIGER (not Nigeria), BENIN, TOGO, GHANA, IVORY COAST)
4. Given a nickname, you identify the U.S. President to whom it
was given, 5 pts each.
(Ulysses S. GRANT)
A. Unconditional Surrender
B. Wizard of Kinderhook
(Martin VAN BUREN)
C. Old Man Eloquent
(JOHN QUINCY ADAMS)
(James MONROE)
D. The Last Cocked Hat
5. We all know about those cute little quantum particles divided
up into fermions and bosons. For fifteen points apiece, all or nothing, can you
answer these questions about fermions and bosons?
A.

The term "fermions" is derived from the names of the two
mathematicians who created the statistics used to describe the
distribution function for this class of particles. Give their
names.
(Enrico FERMI and Paul DIRAC)
B. It won't come as a great surprise then that the term boson
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is derived from the names of the two scientists who developed the
statistics used to describe their distribution function. Give
their names.
(Satyendra BOSE and Albert EINSTEIN)
6. FTP each, in what U.S. month would you find the following
Japanese holidays?
A. Feast of the Chrysanthemum . (OCTOBER)
B. Festival of the Dead, or Feast of Lanterns (JULY)
C. Festival of Dolls
(APRIL)
7. FTP each, identify the following sleep disorders based upon
their descriptions from the DSM IV:
A. Difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep for at least one
month
(Primary INSOMNIA)
B. Irresistible attacks of refreshing sleep that occur daily over
at least three months
(NARCOLEPSY)
C. The class of disorders characterized by abnormal behavior
during sleep, such as sleepwalking
(PARASOMNIAs)
8. FTP each, identify the Flemish artists of the following:
A. The Temptation of St. Anthony, The Mocking of Christ
(Hieronymous BOSCH)
B. The Fall of the Rebel Angels, Peasant Wedding
(pieter BRUEGHEL THE ELDER)
C. Equestrian . Portrait of Charles I of England, Lamentations
(Anthony VAN DYCK)
9.30-20-10, identify the poet from his poems.
A. The Last Instructions to a Painter, and A Dialogue Between the
Soul and Body.
B. An Horatian Ode Upon Cromwell's return from Ireland
C. The Garden, and To His Coy Mistress
(Andrew MARVELL)
10. FTP each, identify the Egyptian pharoah.
A. Under a regency for 22 years, he conquered all of Syria at the
battle of Megiddo. (THUTMOSE III)
B. Constructed the temples at Karnak and Luxor as well as the
four great figures at Abu Simbel, and is probably the pharoah of
Exodus.
(RAMSES II)
C. Son of Amenhotep III, he embraced solar monotheism, and was
married to Nefertiti. (AKHENATON or IKHNATON).
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· 11. Kathie Lee Gifford recently got in hot water over
allegations that her line of women's clothing is made by
teenagers in sweatshops. FTP each: .
A. What retail chain was this line of clothing made for?
(WAL-MART)
B. In what Central American country were these sweatshops
located?
(HONDURAS)
12. Who says Linnaean classification is hard? Give the genus
and species of the following FTP @:
A. Lowland gorilla (GORILLA GORILLA or GORILLA GORILLA GORILLA)
B. Boa Constrictor (BOA CONSTRICTOR)
C. North American bison (BISON BISON)
13. FTP each, identify the following World War II conferences:
A. The first conference Stalin attended, and at which the
establishment of the United Nations was discussed
(TEHERAN)
B. Stalin agreed to enter the war against Japan, and Ukraine and
Outer Mongolia were agreed to be given UN membership.
(YAL TA)
C. FDR and Churchill agreed that the war should continue until
Germany surrendered unconditionally.
(CASABLANCA)
14. H.P. Lovecraft wrote a long essay on Supernatural Horror in
Literature. FTP, identify the well-known authors of these less
than well-known works, which Lovecraft felt to be among the best
of the genre.
A. The Signalman (Charles DICKENS)
B. The Horla
(Guy de MAUPASSANT)
C. The House and the Brain (Edward BULWER-LYTTON)
15. In the history of the Heisman Trophy, there have been five
winners from military academies. Name them for five points each.
(Felix "Doc" BLANCHARD, Glenn DAVIS, Pete DAWKINS, Joe BELLINO,
Roger STAUBACH)

16. Oh no! A portmanteau question focusing on the hits of KISS!
FTP@, give the compound answer of the two clues, one of which
will be a million-selling Kiss song title. For instance, if I
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said a Kiss song evoking Thor, and an underwater James Bond
, movie, you would respond "God of Thunderball"
A. Kiss summons a romantic medical practitioner, in a 1915 poem
which begins, "Let us go then, you and I, when the evening is
spread out against the sky like a patient etherized upon a
table ... "
(CALLING DR. LOVESONG OF J. ALFRED PRUFROCK)
B. Kiss bops from dusk to sunrise in a 1961 drama by Tennessee
Williams about a defrocked clergyman in Mexico
((I Wanna) ROCK AND ROLL ALL NIGHT OF THE IGUANA)
C. Kiss sings a paean to the romantic firearms of the beginning
of ·World War I, as told by Barbara Tuchman
(LOVE GUNS OF AUGUST)
17. Picture a typical woody stem. Place the following parts of
the stem in order, from the outermost part of the stem to the
innermost, for 5 points each: cortex, epidermis, periderm,
phloem, xylem.
(EPIDERMIS, PERIDERM, CORTEX, PHLOEM, XYLEM)
18. FTP each, in which Old Testament book would you find the
following referred to by name:
A. Jezebel
(FIRST KINGS or SECOND CHRONICLES)
B. Satan
(JOB or FIRST CHRONICLES or ZECHARIAH)
C. Ishmael
(GENESIS or JEREMIAH)
(Note--do not accept Genesis for Satan; the serpent is not
identified by that name)
19. FTP@ identify the composers of the following musical works.
A. Rob Roy, Waverly, King Lear, and Harold in Italy
(Hector BERLIOZ)
B. Sea Drift, Life's Dance, Mass of Life
(Frederick DELlUS)
C. Gloria, Dialogues of the Carmelites
(Francois POULENC)
20. For 5 pts each, identify the authors of these lady-like
works.
A. The Lady of the Lake (1810)
(Sir Walter SCOTT)
B. The Lady or the Tiger?
(Frank R. STOCKTON)
C. Lady Windemere's Fan
(Oscar WILDE)
D. The Lady's Not for Burning (Christopher FRY)
E. Portrait of a Lady (HENRY JAMES)
21. Alternative comic books are currently in vogue.
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FTP,

identify the writer/artist of the following comics not published
by DC or Marvel.
A. Cerebus
(Dave SIM)
B. Spawn
(Todd MACFARLANE)
C. Bone
(Jeff SMITH)
22. 30-20-10 Identify the playwright from the plays.
A. We the People; Two on an Island
B. Judgment Day; Flight to the West; Street Scene
C. The Adding Machine
(Elmer RICE)
23. Answer the following questions about Zoroastrianism, FTP@
A. What is the name of the Zoroastrian scriptures?
(AVESTA or ZEND AVESTA)
B. What is the name of the supreme deity of good in
Zoroastrianism? (AHURA MAZDA or ORMUZD or ORMAZD)
C. Name both of the two nations in which most of the modern
followers of Zoroastrianism are found.
(INDIA and IRAN).
24. 30-20-10, identify the author from the works.
A. The Sacred Fount, The Tragic Muse.
B. The Aspern Papers, The Wings of the Dove
C. The Ambassadors, The Bostonians.
(HENRY JAMES)
25. The new Broadway musical "Rent" is a modern musical update
of a classic opera. FTP@:
A. Who wrote the sentimental musical, Rent? (Jonathan LARSON)
B. On what opera is it based? (LA BOHEME or THE BOHEMIAN GIRL)
C. Who wrote the opera, La Boheme? (Giacomo PUCCINI)
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